
October opened with the spring plant sale - a significant event being the first and only sale for the year. 
Much sustained effort had ensured that all plants were ready to find new homes. The day arrived, 
preparations for a socially distanced and safe sale were adopted. There was a great response from 
members, including new members to help on the day.  

Over 1200 plants were sold. 
Janet thanked all who 
contributed to what was ‘the 
culmination of a great team 
effort’ from the propagators, 
to those who over winter had 
nurtured stock from the 
cancelled Autumn sale, and to  
those who facilitated sale day  
set-up and running.  

For Janet who has the overall 
responsibility for the nursery 
it was a gratifying result - and 
also a relief to have sold all 
the stock.  

 Last members tidying up - the sale time was brief and this 
was all that was left by lunch time. 

Back at the nursery bare benches look stark: just waiting for 
new life to toughen up before the autumn sale in April. 
      Photos: J Hallam 
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Speaker:  Mark Wapstra    
   

Report by R, Skabo    
       
Have you ever wondered about the process by which a 
new species (or genus) gets its scientific name? About 
40 members and guests at the NG’s October meeting 
were given an informative and entertaining answer to 
this question by our speaker Mark Wapstra. 

Mark’s topic was “The importance of type 
specimens: should the French have felled that 
blue gum?”  

His fifth talk to NG in the past six years dealt with 
the example of the Tasmanian blue gum, Eucalyptus globulus, 

specimens of which were collected at Recherche Bay in 1792 or 1793 by Jacques-
Julien de Labillardiere, botanist on the French expedition led by Bruny d’Entrecasteaux. 

The specimens had an eventful journey back to France; they were captured by the British navy (then at 
war with France) and taken to London. After much pleading from leading scientists on both sides of the 
Channel they were returned to Labillardiere in Paris.  

Labillardiere used this material to describe the new species and one of the specimens was designated by 
him as the HOLOTYPE i.e. the one that displayed all the characters of the species and the one to which 
future studies would refer. The specimen was attached to a card upon which was written information 
about its collection. Duplicate specimens known as ISOTYPES were sent to institutions such as museums 
in other cities, including Kew Gardens. The isotypes serve as insurance against loss of the holotype by 
accident such as fire and are used by researchers in other locations. 
(As an aside, the French were not impressed by the qualities of the bluegum timber, considering it fit 
only for firewood!) 

When a holotype is lost another specimen may be selected to replace it and this is referred to as a 
NEOTYPE. Mark gave a Tasmanian example of a neotype. During some research on Caladenia caudata it 
was noted the holotype, collected by Winifred Curtis at Waverley Flora Reserve at Bellerive and stored 
at the Melbourne Herbarium, was “not found”. So a neotype was selected by an author who, not being 
aware of an existing specimen collected from the type location, chose a less suitable specimen (white 
rather than pink!) from another site (the Sir William Somerset Reserve). 
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The taxonomic world is not devoid of controversy and Mark cited the fascinating example of Richard 
Salisbury, a 19th Century botanist who became a pariah in botanical circles after a number of incidents 
of plagiarism. Salisbury memorized the plant names from Robert Brown’s reading of his On the 
Proteaceae of Jussieu to the Linnean Society of London in the first quarter of 1809. Salisbury and a 
friend published these descriptions in March 1810, thus beating Brown into print and claiming priority 
for the names that Brown had authored (but not published). Under the rules of nomenclature Salisbury’s 
name is still associated with some species including the Tasmanian species Hakea teretifolia and Corybas 
aconitiflorus.  
So disgusted were the scientists of the day that… “there was a tacit understanding on the part of the 
botanical leaders of the period, including Brown, Banks, and Smith, that Salisbury's botanical work and 
names should, as far as possible, be ignored"—Journal of Botany, 1886, p. 29. 

An example of the usefulness of type specimens is provided by the 
orchid Prasophyllum amoenum for which the type location, the Snug 
Plains at 600m altitude, was thought to contain the only population. 
A prasophyllum discovered later on Mt Wellington was then 
recognised as P. amoenum by reference to the type. 

Type specimens are also 
critical in deciding 
whether a species is 
endemic to Tasmania.  

Mark is studying the Tasmanian specimens of Hibbertia 
calycina and comparing them with material (including the type 
specimen) from the mainland.  

He thinks the local plant is sufficiently different to justify 
being called a new species which he has named unofficially “Hibbertia mathinnicola” because it is found 
near the town of Mathinna. 



In the early days, taxonomic studies of Australian native plants were often done on plants raised in 
Europe from seeds collected in Australia. Mark gave the example of Eucalyptus pulchella, the type 
specimen for which was raised in the gardens at Malmaison established by Napoleon’s wife Josephine. 

 

Type specimens do not have to be physical specimens stuck onto cardboard, which would not be practical 
for example in the case of microscopic plants like Wolffia. In such cases a drawing may be used as a type 
specimen. The type specimen for the genus Kennedia is a drawing based on specimens raised at 
Malmaison from Australian seeds. 

To explain the title of Mark’s talk, he is referring to the cutting down of the living type specimen blue 
gum at Recherche Bay, which could perhaps otherwise be still alive today! 

And on the subject of “loss” of type specimens, Mark reminded us of the amazing bureaucratic bungle in 
Brisbane last year in which specimens sent on loan from France to an Australian researcher were 
destroyed by Australian quarantine officials. To make matters worse, some of the specimens were type 
specimens and therefore irreplaceable! 

A somewhat technical topic which could have been rather dry was made fascinating by Mark’s use of 
illustrative examples, humour and historical asides. 

Brief Business News 
* Wedding in the Tasmanian Native Garden  

Many months ago we had a request to hold a wedding in the Mowbray garden. This event took place on 
Saturday the 17th. It was a success and fortunately the weather was good. Suzanne had tidied up the 
last minute weeds and removed the green plastic covers from the new plantings so that the garden 
looked its best. We look forward to the promised photo of this special event. 

* Quick report from Sharon Percy on her seed raising for the nursery 



On the 21st 
September while in 
isolation Sharon spent 
an hour a day over a 
week to sow seeds for 
the nursery. She 
managed to fill 168 
punnets and reported 
to the meeting that 
17 had already 
germinated - the first 
to appear was 
Rhodanthe 
chlorocephala. 
Members helped in 
the time consuming 
task of pricking out 
the species that had 
germinated so far.   

Sharon has also been raising seed for the Seed Orchard project detailed by Roy Skabo in the 
following article: 

Northern Group’s Seed Orchard  
           

Among APST’s objectives is the conservation of our native flora. NG and its members have been involved 
in conservation in a variety of ways including donations to the Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens (RTBG) 
for its native plant section and for its seed bank. 

A few months ago we began discussions with the RTBG about how our members could help in the 
collection of seeds from Tasmanian plant species. The RTBG’s seed bank usually collects seed from 
plants in the wild but for some species this is a problem e.g. it may be difficult to predict the ideal 
collection time or the seed maturation may occur over a long period. In these cases the RTBG grows the 
species in its nursery where seed maturation can be easily monitored and the seeds collected on site.  

A few months ago NG raised the possibility of setting up a small seed orchard at its nursery to support 
RTBG’s seed bank program. On 5th October this year the NG’s seed orchard planted its first seeds, 
after satisfying RTBG that we could meet its strict requirements for security and hygiene and provide 
enough volunteers to monitor the plants and collect seeds. 

A dozen or so of our members (along with two grand-daughters) spent the morning of 5th October 
meticulously counting the tiny seeds and placing them in punnets of seed-raising mix.  



 

Margaret, Roy and Peter discussing details… 

 

Sharon Percy, 
who does most 
of NG’s seed-
raising, took the 
ten punnets of 
seeds home to 
her green-house 
and will look 
after them until 
they have 
germinated, 
after which 
they will be 
pricked out and 
raised at 
Windsor Park in 
our excellent 
nursery facility. 

The seeds we 
were allocated 
had been collected next to the Lyell Highway by James Wood from the RTBG’s seed bank. It was later 
found that the seeds came from two different species of Viola which were growing together at the 



collection site. They are similar enough in appearance that James thought he was making a collection 
from a single species. One of the species is Viola hederacea and it is thought the other species, while 
similar in appearance, may be a new species.  

Once our seeds have germinated and grown a little, we will try to separate the plants into the two 
species based on their morphologies. Then it will be up to the taxonomists to take over and decide if we 
have raised a new species.  

Viola seeds are apparently a bit unpredictable in their germination times but Sharon notified us that the 
first germination occurred on 31st October, less than a month after sowing! It will be interesting to see 
how things progress from here. 

A big thank 
you to all 
who are 
taking part 
and 
especially 
to Sharon 
for her 
care in 
these early 
days of the 
project. 

Sharon, Rosemary, Margaret and Janet - the production line! 
 

Three excursions were offered to members this month. Here is Louise Skabo’s report detailing the first 
of these on October 16th: 

Rain the day before and after but perfect sunshine and warmth for the Northern Group excursion to 
member Nigel Keefe’s property on Curries Dam and then Mt George, the old signal station near 
Georgetown. 

For several weeks Roy and Louise had been searching for a floristic walk for our Group to do after a 
planned visit to Nigel’s place. Surprisingly, they found most of the NE coastline between Bridport and 
Waterhouse (two superb native flora areas) rather lacking in diversity and colour. Hallams explored Mt 

October Excursions 



George a couple of times and found it very promising. Janet made an initial plant list and went on yet 
another recce with the Skabos who were very impressed. The lower slopes are weed infested and 
industrial, but on entering the reserve, the flora was well worth a visit. 

Curries Dam 

 The bright lemon flowers of Pimelea flava,  
 which grow in small populations in the NE and SE 
 of Tasmania, were abundant along the driveway  
 as we entered Nigel’s property.  

The fourteen NG members had a pleasant stroll along the damp edge of 
Curries Dam looking for small, ephemeral and water plants. We saw 
many patches of the starry white flowers of Lobelia pedunculata 
(pratia) and tiny forms of Ornduffia reniformis (running marshflower), 
which can have bright yellow flowers from late spring. 

 Roy searched for the unusual fern, Hypolepus and discovered it among 
long reeds. However, ID is difficult and Roy is still awaiting 
confirmation of this species. 



 

From Janet Hallam - a 
textural shot of the lovely 
stand of Melaleuca ericifolia 
at Nigel’s place. Stands of 
M. ericifolia are threatened 
in Tasmania and are not 
supposed to be cleared. 

 

Mt George 

From Mt George lookout there were sweeping views from Low Head and 
south along the Tamar Estuary.  
Looking colourful beside the road were masses of Pomaderris eliptica 
intertwined with Comosperma volubile and pink-tinged Pimelea nivea.  

Photo: G.Zachs



Around the summit we found pockets of 
Stackhousia  monogyna, forest candles, Thysanotus 
patersonii, fringed lily, a large-flowered Ranunculus 
sp. and many others.  

 

< More unusual was 
the widespread but 
not often seen 
Phyllanthus gunnii,  

 

< also 
Cymbonotus 
priessianus, 
a bright 
yellow daisy 

       
and the threatened species (rare), Aphelia 
pumilio, a dwarf grass-like annual herb.    >         

Thysanotus patersonii
Stackhousia  monogyna



Just a couple of weeks earlier on our recce, we saw Indigophera australis and a “golden” hillside of 
Goodia lotifolia which had both finished flowering by our excursion.  

The excursioners settled under a shady 
Eucalyptus amygdalina (looked like a cross 
sp.) for their lunch and nearby were 
several Diuris pardina (‘spots like a 
leopard’) orchids and prolifically flowering 
Goodenia ovata. 

The second excursion was to North Scottsdale Regional Reserve with Mark Wapstra on October 21st. 
Roy Skabo reported: 

A couple of months ago Ian Thomas and I did a recce for an APST excursion to the Waterhouse 
Conservation Area. Ian suggested travelling via the Old Waterhouse Rd which provides a shorter route 
than our usual one through Bridport.  

Ian had done some coring work for his palynological 
studies at a large pond along the road and 
mentioned that the region is a hot-spot for 
burrowing crayfish, with several species of the 
Engaeus genus occurring within a small area.  

About 12 km from Scottsdale I noticed a small sign 
above a fence. 

There was no mention of which threatened species 
were being protected so I decided to do some 
research. There were certainly no records of any 
threatened plant species in the reserve and very 
little information at all about the reserve.  

Mystified, I phoned the local Parks ranger and 
learned that the reserve had been established to 
protect the crayfish. 

 Ian and I thought the plants looked pretty 
promising too and we resolved to offer the 
Northern Group an excursion to the reserve. 

The perfect opportunity for such an excursion was the day after Mark Wapstra’s talk to our group when 
he is always happy to lead an excursion for our members. So, on October 21st fifteen members and 
guests met in Scottsdale and travelled in convoy to the reserve. 

Having clambered over or through the fence (depending on leg length) and with Janet Hallam and Louise 
Skabo taking notes and me taking GPS readings, we soon had a list of dozens of plant species. Any 
species we could not identify or were not sure about were referred to Mark and orchid expert Jeff 
Campbell who has just joined the Northern Group. 

Photo: Trevor Yaxley



A couple of hours later and after enjoying a 
smorgasbord of flowers we sat down for 
lunch and discussed the afternoon’s 
program.  

Although the bush on the other (northern) 
side of the road did not at first glance look 
as colourful as that we had just surveyed, 
we decided to have a look at it. This area, 
which had been burned fairly recently, is 
actually the bigger part of the reserve and 
on closer inspection it turned out to be just 
as if not more floristically diverse.  

 

Most species were, as expected, the same as on the south 
side of the road but the burning off had encouraged a 
massive flowering, including three species of Diuris, a 
swathe of Ricinocarpos pinifolius  and a scattering of 
orange peaflowers.  

We added several species to our 
morning’s list and after a pleasant couple 
of hours we returned to the cars and 
dispersed. 

A serendipitous observation on our 
earlier recce had alerted us to this 
little-known reserve and resulted in a 
delightful day out in the bush for our 
members.  

Because the reserve had not been 
subjected to a detailed plant survey 
we were able to add seventy records 
to the Natural Values Atlas, a 
satisfying and useful result. 

Photo: G.Zachs

G.Z

Photo: G.Zachs

R.S



The third excursion was to Powranna Nature Reserve on October 30th. Roberta and Esther provided 
their photos and details of the day: 

A group of 12 met at the junction of the B53 and the Midlands Highway. 
We welcomed two new members, Rose and also Jac (Jacinta) who had 
travelled from Avoca. 

A short distance down Powranna Road the Nature reserve was on the 
right-hand side. The land is signed “Protected Area on Private Land.  

The area is noted for many orchids and native flowering plants. These 
were in abundance as we took a slow 
stroll over flat land with slight 
undulation. We noted many holes that 
had been dug by Tasmanian bettongs, 
pademelons. wombats. These evidently 
contribute to the process of scattering 
seed across the area: exposing long 
buried seeds to light, warmth, 
moisture; and hence germination.    
  Bettongia gaimardi   >  
  (Bonorong Wildlife Park)  
    

The soil is lateritic, a precursor to bauxite.  Pre ice age, the vegetation was lush but now the landscape 
is dry sclerophyll forest. (Thanks to Ian Thomas for this information.) 

Even on a gravel track we couldn’t 
avoid treading on an endangered 
species that was growing prolifically.  

< Brunonia australis 

We initially climbed the fence but then 
found many nodding green hoods, 
Pterostylis nutans on the roadside verge 
      > 

and a sun orchid, possibly 
Thelymitra ixioides.     

<       



At every step … 

we discovered 
further species 
of plants; fungi; 
moths and even 
what appeared 
to be a slime 
mould.  v 

Pimelea humilis ^ 

 
A little bit 
of wildlife 
enjoying  
Hibbertia 
sp. 
< 

   Caesia calliantha  > 

As Roberta and Esther show there was 
so much of interest. They thanked Roy  
Skabo, organiser and guide; Ian Thomas,  
geologist and historian; and Jeff 
Campbell for orchid expertise and 
identification. 

 

 

 

    Goodenia lanata  > 
    

<  Pultenaea prostrata

KP

KP

KP

Pollanisus viridipulverulenta 
(Satin-green forester)



Extras from the day spent in Powranna Reserve: 
     

Orchids were prevalent…… 

Spider orchid, Caladenia clavigera 

    

    Glossodia major 

      
  
Thelymitra  
ixioides 

KP

KP

KP

All eyes down…



 
These photos highlight 
Nature’s gardens - 
affirmed by Rose who saw 
beyond the botanical and 
admired the tiny fields of 
flowers, revelling in colours 
with her artist’s eye.  

The red splash of Kennedia 
prostrata in a patch of blue 
Caesia calliantha was 
especially captivating. 

 

 

Caesia calliantha (blue) 

Drosera gunniana 
(white) 

Thelymitra rubra



 

       Hibbertia sp. 

 

 

Roy found extra 
reward in the tiniest 
specimens and where 
others saw bare 
ground he discovered 
specimens the size of 
a fingernail! 

There was Lomandra 
nana the smallest of 
two lomandras found 
in Tasmania  >  

  

and the smallest daisy, Siloxerus multiflorus with 
a tiny flower just millimetres wide. It is 
greenish white and about a centimetre high.  

It is a threatened species. 

Roberta



At the beginning of the day the plants which were obvious were those that formed swathes of colour 
such as the Pultenaea and Hibbertia species. Individual, centimetre wide blue, white and sometimes pink 
flowers also drew the eye.  After a while the ability to ‘see’ more increased and members were finding 
and sharing little discoveries as they looked deeper, delineating individual plants, finding those not yet in 
flower or just very small. The day was a success with a long list of plants noted, including some not 
previously listed in the reserve. 

To end the month’s events - a visit to Rosemary Verbeeten’s garden as described by Margaret Hosford: 

Rosemary’s garden transformation: 
On Sat Oct 24th about 20 members from the NW and North met to witness the garden transformation 
at Rosemary Verbeeten’s 2 acre property at Gravelly Beach. We met over lunch in her lovely shaded 
outdoor area, and shared her photo folder showing the original garden structure as it was when they 
bought the property 3 years ago.  It was quite formal and totally exotic in plant choice.  It had featured 
extensive areas of lawn, many large thirsty trees and a  fenceline hedge of pittosporums and photinias. 
“Out they all go” said Rosemary in her non-negotiable style. 

She has shown a rare skill of planning well with a clear future image in mind. 

The house has been renovated with wide surrounding deck/verandah, and the fenceline hedge replaced 
with wallaby-proof fences now camouflaged by a beautiful blue array of Orthrosanthus multiflorus (below) 
on the street edge and westringia hedge on the river boundary.  



< Darwinia grandiflora - a striking display. 

The lawn areas have been divided into large beds delineated by rock or natural timber edging, richly 
planted with a vast variety of native species and extra colour provided by dispersed exotic bulbs, irises 
and succulents. All are well mulched and weeded, and connected by intertwining pathways.  



Some grass areas have been left undisturbed, and then fired to give remnant species less competition, 
allowing native grasses, chocolate lillies and hopefully some orchids etc to thrive.  

There is a wetland area and frog pond, actively growing naturally-introduced local species, and fed from 
roof run-off. 

There is a productive veggie garden, chook yard and fruit orchard featuring  space-saving espaliered 
trees and miniature varieties. A newly-developed indigenous food garden proudly features very healthy 
native yams (Microcerus), gathered during the excursion last year in the Waratah region. 

On the cooler slope beside the house, conditions are right for the endemic Huon Pine, King Billy, Pencil 
Pine, and Celery Top Pine as well as a large area of tree ferns, all of which are growing strongly. 

Rosemary also has many 
large containers for endemic 
cushion plants, Richeas, and 
a variety of other species 
including succulents. 



This property is a very impressive on-going 
project, to which unfortunately my limited 
knowledge cannot do rightful justice. It is 
indeed a garden with an abundance of variety 
and colour. 

 An amazing result of obvious extensive 
knowledge and hard work.  

Thanks for sharing your inspiring garden with 
us Rosemary. 

< Pultenaea pedunculata 



Reminders: 

** State Get-together at Maydena 27-29 November 
 

** Christmas dinner to be held at Windsor Park complex on Dec 4 
Don’t forget to prepare for the photo competition. Plant prizes 
for 3 categories i.e. plant, people, places. 

 Everyone is encouraged to bring a photo or 3, collect their piece  
     of bluetac and add to the wall display. Being a professional 

photographer is not a requirement - just think beautiful,   
 inspiring, quirky etc. and Australian.     

Final note 
I wish to thank all those who have contributed photos and items to this newsletter. It is great to 
have the voices of members - their expertise and experiences. A big thank you to all! 

Christmas bells 
Windsor Park, 
2019 (J.H.)


